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Section 4 
Screening Verification and Walkdown

4.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this section is to describe the Screening Verification and Walkdown which

should be performed to verify the seismic adequacy of active mechanical and electrical

equipment identified in Section 3 and any electrical equipment housing essential relays identified

in Section 6.  The guidelines contained in this section can be used as the first level of screening

of this equipment for seismic adequacy.  If the equipment does not pass this screen, other more

refined or sophisticated methods for verifying the seismic adequacy of the equipment may be

used as described in Section 5, Outlier Identification and Resolution.

Seismic Screening Guidelines

The procedure for performing the Screening Verification and Walkdown is depicted in

Figure 4-l.  As shown in the figure, each of the following four seismic screening guidelines

should be used to verify the seismic adequacy of an item of equipment:

• Seismic Capacity Compared to Seismic Demand - The seismic capacity of the equipment,
based on earthquake experience data, generic seismic testing data, or equipment-specific
seismic qualification data, should be greater than the seismic demand imposed on the
equipment by the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE).

• Caveats - In order to use the seismic capacity defined by the earthquake experience
Bounding Spectrum or the generic seismic testing GERS, the equipment should be similar
to the equipment in the earthquake experience equipment class or the generic seismic
testing equipment class and also meet the intent of the specific caveats for that class of
equipment.  If equipment-specific seismic qualification data is used, then any specific
restrictions or caveats for that qualification data apply instead.

• Anchorage - The equipment anchorage capacity, installation, and stiffness should be
adequate to withstand the seismic demand from the SSE at the equipment location.
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Figure 4-1.  Overall Procedure for Performing Screening Verification and Walkdown
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• Seismic Interaction - The effect of possible seismic spatial interactions with nearby
equipment, systems, and structures should not cause the equipment to fail to perform its
intended safe shutdown function.

The evaluation of equipment against each of these four screening guidelines should be based

upon walkdown evaluations, calculations, and other supporting data.

Outlier Resolution

An outlier is defined as an item of equipment which does not meet the screening guidelines

contained in this section.  An outlier may be shown to be adequate for seismic loadings by

performing additional evaluations such as the seismic qualification techniques currently being

used in newer nuclear power plants.  These additional evaluations and alternate methods should

be thoroughly documented to permit independent review.  Section 5 summarizes possible

methods for evaluating outliers.

Seismic Capability Engineers

The guidelines described in this section should be applied by Seismic Capability Engineers as

defined in Section 2.  These engineers are expected to exercise engineering judgment based upon

an understanding of the guidelines given in this document, the basis for these guidelines given in

the reference documents and presented in the SQUG training course, and their own seismic

engineering experience.

Other Types of Seismic Evaluations and Interfaces

In addition to the seismic evaluations covered in this section for active mechanical and electrical

equipment, seismic evaluations for three other types of equipment are covered in other sections

as follows:
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• Section 6 - Relay Functionality Review

• Section 7 - Tanks and Heat Exchangers Review

• Section 8 - Cable and Conduit Raceways Review

While these other seismic evaluations can generally be performed independently from those for

active mechanical and electrical equipment, there are a few areas where an interface with the

Relay Functionality Review (Section 6) is appropriate:

• Any cabinets containing essential relays, as determined by the relay review in Section 6,
should be evaluated for seismic adequacy using - the guidelines contained in Section 4.

• A capacity reduction factor should be applied to expansion anchor bolts which secure
cabinets containing essential relays.  The capacity reduction factor is discussed in Section
4.4 and Appendix C.

• Seismic interaction, including even mild bumping, is not allowed on cabinets containing
essential relays.  This limitation is discussed in Section 4.5.

• In-cabinet amplification factors for cabinets containing essential relays may be estimated,
using the guidelines in Section 6, by the Seismic Capability Engineers for use in the Relay
Functionality Review.

It is suggested that items of equipment containing essential relays be identified prior to the

Screening Verification and Walkdown covered in this section so that the above evaluations may

be accomplished during the Screening Verification and Walkdown.

Organization of Section

The remainder of this section is organized as follows:

• Section 4.1 lists the requirements to which SQUG utilities commit when adopting the
Screening Verification and Walkdown procedure in this document for resolution of USI
A-46.

• Sections 4.2 through 4.5 describe the four seismic screening guidelines for performing the
Screening Verification and Walkdown.
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• Section 4.6 provides recommendations for documenting the results of the Screening
Verification and Walkdown.

Guidelines for preparing for and conducting a Screening Verification and Walkdown are

described Appendices E and F, respectively.  Recommended checklists, called Screening

Evaluation Work Sheets (SEWS), are provided in Appendix G for use during the Screening

Verification and Walkdown.

4.1 SQUG COMMITMENTS

Members of SQUG adopting the Generic Implementation Procedure for USI A-46 resolution

commit to the following in regard to verifying the seismic adequacy of active mechanical and

electrical equipment in the identified safe shutdown path. [1]As specified in GIP, Part I,

Section 1.3, any substantial deviations from the SQUG Commitments must be justified to the

NRC in writing prior to implementation.  Likewise the NRC should be notified of significant or

programmatic deviations from the GIP guidance (Sections 4.2 through 4.6) but implementation

may begin without first obtaining NRC concurrence (at the licensee’s own risk).

4.1.1 Basic Criteria

The licensee will use the following four screening guidelines to verify the seismic adequacy of

safe shutdown equipment.

• The seismic capacity of the equipment will exceed the seismic demand associated with the
safe shutdown earthquake (SSE).

• Equipment whose seismic capacity is based on the earthquake experience equipment class
or generic seismic testing equipment class will meet the intent of the specific caveats
defining the bounds of these equipment classes.

• Anchorage capacity, stiffness, and installation will be adequate to withstand the seismic
demand associated with the SSE.

• Seismic interactions with nearby equipment or structures will not adversely affect the
required safe shutdown function of the equipment.
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The methods for verifying the seismic adequacy of relays, tanks, heat exchangers, and cable and

conduit raceways are discussed in other sections of this procedure.

4.1.2 Determination of Seismic Capacity

The licensee will determine the seismic capacity of safe shutdown equipment using:

• Earthquake experience data with capacity defined by the Bounding Spectrum,

• Generic seismic test data which have been compiled into Generic Equipment Ruggedness
Spectra (GERS), or

• Equipment-specific seismic qualification data, or data on similar equipment.

4.1.3 Use of Caveats

The licensee will evaluate whether the safe shutdown equipment meets the intent of the caveats

summarized in Appendix B when verifying the seismic adequacy of equipment by use of the

Bounding Spectrum or GERS.

4.1.4 Anchorage Verification

The licensee will verify anchorage adequacy with an approach incorporating three elements:

• Comparison of the anchorage capacity with the seismic demand.

• Evaluation of the anchorage to verify that it is free of gross installation defects.

• Evaluation of the equipment anchorage load path to verify that there is adequate stiffness
and strength.

All required anchorages of safe shutdown equipment will be inspected unless otherwise justified

by the licensee, based on other anchorage evaluation results, radiation dose concerns, or other

factors.
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4.1.5 Seismic Interaction

The licensee will evaluate seismic spatial interactions of safe shutdown equipment with nearby

equipment and structures that may compromise the performance of the safe shutdown function.

Three effects will be included in the review:

• Proximity effects

• Overhead or adjacent equipment failure

• Flexibility of attached lines or cables

4.1.6 Documentation

The licensee will document the results of the Screening Verification and Walkdown on

Screening Verification Data Sheets (SVDS).

4.2 SEISMIC CAPACITY COMPARED TO SEISMIC DEMAND

The first screening guideline which should be satisfied to verify the seismic adequacy of an item

of mechanical or electrical equipment is to confirm that the seismic capacity of the equipment is

greater than or equal to the seismic demand imposed on it.

This section addresses the comparison of seismic capacity to seismic demand for the equipment

itself.  Note that a comparison of seismic capacity to seismic demand is also made for the

anchorage of the equipment in Section 4.4 and for the relays mounted in the equipment in

Section 6.

The seismic capacity of equipment can be represented by a “Bounding Spectrum” based on

earthquake experience data, or a “Generic Equipment Ruggedness Spectrum” (GERS) based on

generic seismic test data.  These two types of seismic capacity spectra are described in Sections

4.2.1 and 4.2.2, respectively.  Note that these two methods of representing seismic capacity of

equipment can only be used if the equipment meets the intent of the caveats for its equipment

class as described in Section 4.3.
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Table 4-1.
Methods for Comparing Equipment Seismic Capacity to Seismic Demand

Method A.  -  Comparisons with SSE Ground Response Spectra

An SSE ground response spectrum can be used for comparison to the Bounding Spectrum or the GERS
when:

• Equipment is mounted below about 40 feet above the effective grade(a), and

• Equipment has natural frequency greater than about 8 Hz.

                       Capacity                                                      Demand                           

A.1 Bounding Spectrum ≥ SSE Ground Response Spectrum(a)

A.2 GERS ≥ 1.5(b) x 1.5(c) x SSE Ground Response
Spectrum(a)

Method B.  -  Comparisons with In-Structure Response Spectra for the SSE

An in-structure response spectrum can be used for comparison to 1.5 x Bounding Spectrum or the
GERS for equipment which is mounted at any elevation in the plant and/or for equipment with any
natural frequency.

                       Capacity                                                      Demand                           

B.1 1.5 x Bounding Spectrum ≥ Conservative, Design or Realistic, Median-
Centered, In-Structure SSE Response
Spectrum(d)

B.2 GERS ≥ Conservative, Design, In-Structure SSE
Response Spectrum(d)

B.3 GERS ≥ 1.5(b) x Realistic, Median-Centered, In-Structure
SSE Response Spectrum(d)

(a) “Effective grade” and “SSE ground response spectrum” are defined in Section 4.2.3.

(b) The 1.5 multiplier in Methods A.2 and B.3 is a factor of conservatism to account for uncertainty
when comparing GERS to realistic, median-centered, in-structure response spectra.

(c) The second 1.5 factor in Method A.2 effectively converts the ground response spectrum to a
realistic, median-centered, in-structure response spectrum only for equipment which is mounted
below about 40 feet above the effective grade(a) and has a natural frequency greater than about
8 Hz.

(d) “Conservative, design” and “realistic, median-centered” in-structure response spectra are defined in
Section 4.2.4.

The seismic capacity of an item of equipment can be compared to a seismic demand which is

defined in terms of either a ground response spectrum or an in-structure response spectrum.

Table 4-l outlines these types of comparisons as either Method A or B.  Method A is for making

a comparison with a ground response spectrum; Section 4.2.3 discusses this type of comparison.
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Method B is a comparison with an in-structure response spectrum; Section 4.2.4 discusses this

type of comparison.  Method A comparisons are generally easier to apply than Method B

comparisons.

Enveloping of Seismic Demand Spectrum.  To verify seismic adequacy, in general, the seismic

capacity spectrum should envelop the seismic demand spectrum [2]over the entire frequency

range of interest (typically 1 to 33 Hz).  There are two special exceptions to this general rule:

• The seismic capacity spectrum needs only to envelop the seismic demand spectrum for
frequencies at and above the conservatively estimated lowest natural frequency of the item
of equipment being evaluated.
[2]Caution should be exercised when using this exception because an equipment assembly
(e.g., electrical cabinet lineup) may consist of many subassemblies, each manifesting its
fundamental mode of vibration at different frequencies.  The lowest natural frequency of
each subassembly should be determined with high confidence using the guidance provided
below in the section labeled “Lowest Natural Frequency.”  It is noted that unless the
equipment is tested with a high-level vibratory input, the fundamental frequency can be
difficult to estimate, especially for complex structural equipment.

• Narrow peaks in the seismic demand response spectrum may exceed the seismic capacity
response spectrum if the average ratio of the demand spectrum to the capacity spectrum
does not exceed unity when computed over a frequency range of 10% of the peak
frequency (e.g., 0.8 Hz range at 8 Hz).  Note that it is permissible to use unbroadened
seismic demand response spectra for this comparison, however when doing so, uncertainty
in the natural frequency of the building structure should be addressed by shifting the
frequency of the seismic demand response spectrum at these peaks.  [3]A reference or basis
for establishing the degree of uncertainty in the natural frequency of the building structure
should be included in the plant-specific seismic evaluation records.

[4]If either of these exceptions is used, the Screening Evaluation Work Sheets (SEWS) (from

Appendix G) should be marked to indicate an exception that has been invoked.

Lowest Natural Frequency.  When it is necessary to determine the lowest natural frequency of an

item of equipment, the Seismic Capability Engineers may, in most cases, estimate a lower bound

for this frequency based on their experience, judgment, and available data.  The lowest natural

frequency of concern is that of the lowest natural mode of vibration that could adversely affect
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the safe shutdown function of the equipment.  The modes of vibration which should be

considered are:

• The overall structural modes of the equipment itself and

• The modes for internal structures (e.g., flexural mode for door panels) which support
components needed to accomplish the safe shutdown function of the equipment.

In addition, as discussed in Section 4.3, the Seismic Capability Engineers should also be alert for

and note any areas of concern within the “box” (as defined in Section 3.3.3) which could be

seismically vulnerable.  This would include such things as components mounted in or on the

equipment which have known low natural frequencies, seismic vulnerabilities, or are not

mounted properly (e.g., loose or missing bolts).  If these types of situations are found during the

seismic review, their presence may constitute a third type of vibrational mode and their influence

should be included in the estimate of the lowest natural frequency and the assessment of the

seismic adequacy of the equipment.

Equipment-Specific Seismic Qualification.  Equipment-specific seismic qualification techniques

as used in newer nuclear power plants may be used instead of the methods given in this section.

Specific guidelines for these equipment-specific qualification techniques are not provided herein.

4.2.1 Seismic Capacity Based on Earthquake Experience Data

Earthquake experience data was obtained by surveying and cataloging the effects of strong

ground motion earthquakes on various classes of equipment mounted in conventional power

plants and other industrial facilities.  The results of this effort are summarized in Reference 4.

Based on this work, a “Bounding Spectrum” was developed which represents the seismic

capacity of equipment in the earthquake experience equipment class.  A detailed description of

the derivation and use of this Bounding Spectrum is contained in Reference 5; this reference

should be reviewed by the Seismic Capability Engineers before using the Bounding Spectrum.

The Bounding Spectrum (and 1.5 times the Bounding Spectrum) is shown in Figure 4-2.
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The Bounding Spectrum can be used to represent the seismic capacity of equipment in a nuclear

power plant when this equipment is determined to have characteristics similar to the earthquake

experience equipment class and meets the intent of the caveats for that class of equipment as

defined in Section 4.3 and Appendix B.

Figure 4-2.  Seismic Capacity Bounding Spectrum Based on Earthquake Experience Data
(Source:  Reference 5)
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Use of the Bounding Spectrum for comparison with the ground response spectrum (Method A.1

in Table 4-l) is described in Section 4.2.3.  Comparison of 1.5 times the Bounding Spectrum to

an in-structure response spectrum (Method B.1 in Table 4-l) is described in Section 4.2.4.  The

1.5 factor effectively converts the equipment seismic capacity defined in terms of a ground

response spectrum to a capacity spectrum defined in terms of a realistic, median-centered, in-

structure response spectrum.

4.2.2 Seismic Capacity Based on Generic Seismic Testing Data

A large amount of data was collected from seismic qualification testing of nuclear power plant

equipment.  This data was used to establish a generic ruggedness level for various equipment

classes in the form of Generic Equipment Ruggedness Spectra (GERS).  The development of the

GERS and the limitations on their use (caveats) are documented in Reference 6.  Copies of the

non-relay GERS along with a summary of the caveats to be used with them are included in

Appendix B.  Seismic Capability Engineers should review Reference 6 to understand the basis

for the GERS.

GERS can be used to represent the seismic capacity of an item of equipment in a nuclear power

plant when this equipment is determined to have characteristics which are similar to the generic

testing equipment class and meets the intent of the caveats for that class of equipment as defined

in Section 4.3 and Appendix B.

Use of the GERS by comparison to 1.5 times 1.5 times the ground response spectrum (Method

A.2 in Table 4-l) is described in Section 4.2.3.  Use of the GERS by comparison to a

conservative, design in-structure response spectrum or 1.5 times the realistic, median-centered

in-structure response spectrum (Methods 8.2 and 8.3 in Table 4-l) is described in Section 4.2.4.

One of the 1.5 factors used with the ground response spectrum for Method A.2 effectively

converts the ground response spectrum to a realistic, median-centered, in-structure response

spectrum for equipment which is mounted below about 40 feet above the effective grade1 and

                                                
1 “Effective grade” is defined in Section 4.2.3
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has a lowest natural frequency2 greater than about 8 Hz.  The other 1.5 factor applied to the

ground response spectrum in Method A.2 and the 1.5 factor applied to the realistic, median-

centered in-structure response spectra in Method B.3 is a factor of conservatism to account for

uncertainty when comparing GERS to realistic, median-centered, in-structure response spectra

instead of conservative, design in-structure response spectra.

4.2.3 Method A - Comparison of Seismic Capacity to Ground Response
Spectra

The ground response spectrum for the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) can be used to represent

the seismic demand applied to nuclear plant equipment when one of the following two

comparisons is made:

• Method A.1: Bounding Spectrum envelops the SSE ground response spectrum (5%
damping).

• Method A.2: GERS envelops 1.5 times 1.5 times the SSE ground response spectrum (5%
damping).

These comparisons are shown as Methods A.1 and A.2 in Table 4-l.  The remainder of this

section provides a definition of terms, the advantage and limitations of using these comparisons

with ground response spectra, and guidance for evaluating in-line equipment.

Definition of Terms.  The terms used in this section are defined below.

The “SSE ground response spectrum” which should be used in the comparisons is the largest

horizontal component of the 5% damped, free-field, Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) ground

response spectrum to which the nuclear plant is licensed.

The vertical component of the ground response spectrum is not explicitly considered for

equipment adequacy assessment (except for anchorage evaluations discussed in Section 4.4).

Evaluation of vertical component effects is implicit in the horizontal motion assessment since the

                                                
2 “Lowest natural frequency” of the equipment described in Section 4.2.
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earthquake experience plants typically experienced relatively more vertical motion (compared to

horizontal) than that postulated for most nuclear plants.  When using GERS, the generic seismic

testing included effects of vertical motion which is consistent with that postulated for nuclear

plants.  It is considered that, in general, equipment is more sensitive to horizontal motion than

vertical motion.

“Effective grade” at a nuclear plant is defined as the average elevation of the ground surrounding

the building along its perimeter.  If the plant is founded on rock or a very stiff soil site without

controlled, compacted backfill, then the “effective grade” is the elevation where the structure

receives significant lateral support from the surrounding soil or rock; for example, the top of the

base mat.  Similarly, “effective grade” should be taken at the foundation level if crushable foam

insulation or other measures are used to isolate the structure from the lateral support of the

surrounding soil or rock.  If an internal structure of the building is supported primarily at the base

mat without significant lateral support from the surrounding structure, then the “effective grade”

is the elevation at the top of the base mat.

Advantage and Limitations.  The advantage of using ground response comparisons is that with

the applicable restrictions and limitations, all the equipment covered by the Bounding Spectrum

or the GERS can be evaluated for seismic adequacy without the need for using in-structure

response spectra which are often based on very conservative modeling techniques or may not be

available.

The restrictions and limitations on use of the ground response spectrum for comparison to the

Bounding Spectrum and the GERS is based on the conditions that the amplification factor

between the free-field response spectra and the in-structure response spectra will not be more

than about 1.5, and that the natural frequency of the equipment is not in the high energy range as

follows:

• The equipment should be mounted in the nuclear plant at an elevation below about 40 feet
above the effective grade, and
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• The equipment, including its supports, should have a fundamental natural frequency
greater than about 8 Hz.

Seismic Capability Engineers should be alert for unusual, plant-specific situations which could

cause the amplification factor to be greater than that of typical nuclear plant structures.  The 1.5

amplification factor is only applicable to reinforced concrete frame and shear wall structures and

to heavily braced steel frame structures.

[5]Use of GIP Method A, as defined above, is subject to the following conditions, cautions, and

clarifications:

(1) Method A is only applicable to reinforced concrete frame and shear wall
structures and to heavily braced steel frame structures typical of nuclear power
plants.

(2) For soil-supported structures where the SSE is clearly defined in the FSAR at an
elevation below grade, any significant soil amplification effects between the
defined location of the SSE Ground Response Spectra (GRS) and the effective
grade elevation needs to be considered when applying GIP Method A.

(3) The equipment must be mounted in the nuclear plant only at elevations below
about 40 feet above the effective grade.

(4) The equipment, including its supports, must have a fundamental natural frequency
greater than about 8 Hz.

In addition, at the request of the NRC (Reference 40), a plant-specific evaluation is required to

justify use of Method A for those applications where available in-structure response spectra

indicate that the building amplification above the ground motion may be significantly in excess

of a factor of about 1.5.  Specifically, the conservatisms inherent in the in-structure response

spectra need to be evaluated on a structure-specific basis using a combination of qualitative and

quantitative approaches to confirm that an amplification factor of free field ground motion at the

location of the equipment will be within about 1.5.  The following factors should be considered

in performing this evaluation, as applicable:
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• Location of input motion to building

• Ground response spectra shapes

• Soil-structure interaction

• Ground motion incoherence

• Frequency (structural modeling)

• Structural damping

• Time history simulation

• Non-linear behavior (e.g., soil property profile variation, concrete cracking)

• Other published data on the conservatisms in calculational models compared to measured
and/or modern best-estimate response spectra.

Accordingly, the use of Method A for new and replacement equipment (NARE) applications

shall be consistent with staff acceptance of Method A for specific buildings and elevations in the

plant-specific SER on closure of USI A-46.  For use of Method A in buildings and at elevations

not reviewed and accepted by the staff in the USI A-46 SER, the licensee would be expected to

follow the four restrictions given above and to perform the additional plant-specific evaluations

outlined above or to develop realistic median-centered in-structure response spectra to justify

that the amplification factor between the free-field response spectra and the applicable

in-structure response spectra will be within about 1.5.  (For use in buildings and at elevations at

and below those reviewed and accepted by the NRC as part of the USI A-46 reviews, no further

action would be required.)  The plant-specific evaluation, where required, should be documented

and available for staff review on a case-by-case basis.

Guidance for Evaluating In-Line Equipment.  When using the Bounding Spectrum for the

seismic capacity of equipment mounted on a piping system (i.e., valves, valve operators, and

sensors), the 8 Hz limitation does not apply.  That is, the piping system can have a natural

frequency lower than about 8 Hz at the location where the item of equipment is mounted.  Low

frequency piping systems are well represented in the earthquake experience data so special

measures to address amplification of input motion are not necessary.
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However, when using the GERS for the seismic capacity of equipment mounted on a piping

system (i.e., valves, valve operators, and sensors), the seismic demand should be based on the

response spectra of the piping system at the location where the equipment is mounted, not the in-

structure response spectra.  The piping response spectra can be obtained from a dynamic piping

analysis if one is available.  As an alternative, an amplification factor may be estimated to

account for amplification between the anchor point of the piping system (i.e., the floor or wall of

the building) and the point on the piping system where the item of equipment is mounted.

4.2.4 Method B - Comparison of Seismic Capacity to In-Structure Response
Spectra

The in-structure response spectrum associated with the SSE can be used to represent the seismic

demand applied to nuclear plant equipment when one of the following three comparisons is

made:

• Method B.1: 1.5 times Bounding Spectrum envelops the conservative, design, in-structure
response spectrum or the realistic, median-centered, in-structure response spectrum (5%
damping).

• Method B.2: GERS envelops the conservative, design, in-structure response spectrum (5%
damping).

• Method B.3: GERS envelops 1.5 times the realistic, median-centered, in-structure response
spectrum (5% damping).

These comparisons are shown as Methods B.1, B.2, and B.3, respectively, in Table 4-l.

For these comparisons, the largest horizontal component of the 5% damped in-structure response

spectra is used, for the location in the plant where the item of equipment is mounted.

The in-structure response spectrum used for the seismic demand should be representative of the

elevation in the building where the equipment is anchored and receives its seismic input.  This

elevation should be determined by the Seismic Capability Engineers during the plant walkdown.
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The remainder of this section provides a definition of terms, the advantages and limitations of

using these comparisons with in-structure response spectra, and guidance for evaluating in-line

equipment.

Definition of Terms.  The terms used in this section are defined below.

[6]“Conservative design” in-structure response spectra are defined as response spectra which have

been computed in accordance with current NRC Regulatory Guidelines (such as Reg. Guide 1.60

and 1.61) and the Standard Review Plan (SRP Section 3.7, Rev. 2, August 1989).  Alternatively,

for post-1976 operating license (OL) plants with non-Housner-type ground response spectra

(Category 1 plants without double asterisks in Table A of SSER No. 2, GIP Reference 34) and

plants included in the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP, Category 2 in Table A of SSER No.

2), the in-structure response spectra included in the licensing-basis (LB) documents such as final

safety analysis reports (FSARs), updated safety analysis reports (USARs), and other pertinent

commitments related to in-structure response spectra may be used as “conservative, design” in-

structure response spectra.  For plants in neither category (Category 1 plants with double

asterisks and Category 3 in Table A of SSER No. 2), the plant LB in-structure response spectra

may be used as “conservative design” in-structure response spectra, provided that the licensee

submits to the NRC for review the detailed information on which procedures and criteria were

used to generate those in-structure response spectra as described in the GIP, Part I, Section

2.2.1.5.  The NRC Staff will review the acceptability of the proposed usage case-by-case.  NRC

Staff approval of the proposed in-structure response spectra is necessary before beginning

implementation of the USI A-46 program.  Note that the adequacy of design basis in-structure

response spectra is not in question.

“Realistic, median-centered” in-structure response spectra are defined as response spectra which

are based on (1) realistic damping levels for the structure and the effects of embedment and

wave-scattering, and (2) structural dynamic analysis using realistic, best estimate modeling

parameters and calculational methods such that no intentional conservatism enters into the

process.  These in-structure response spectra should be based on a ground response spectrum

defined by one of the following options:
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a. NUREG/CR-0098 (Reference 23) median spectral shape anchored to an 84% non-
exceedance probability (NEP) peak ground acceleration (PGA).

b. NUREG/CR-0098 (Reference 23) 84% NEP spectral shape anchored to the design
basis SSE PGA.

c. Regulatory Guide 1.60 (Reference 24) spectral shape anchored to the design basis
SSE PGA.

d. Other ground response spectra which can be justified to be approximately at the 84%
NEP over the entire frequency range of interest.

[7]In-structure response spectra for some USI A-46 plants may have been or are being developed

for the Individual Plant Examination of External Events (IPEEE) based on the realistic, median-

centered methods described in this section.  Some IPEEE methods may use NUREG/CR-0098

(Reference 23), “Development of Criteria for Seismic Review of Selected Nuclear Power

Plants,” for median rock or soil spectrum (depending on the primary condition at the site)

anchored at the IPEEE assigned review level earthquake.  For these plants, the IPEEE in-

structure response spectra may be used to generate realistic, median-centered, in-structure

response spectra for use in the USI A-46 program by scaling down the IPEEE spectra an

appropriate amount.  This approach is intended, for USI A-46, to allow the licensee to use

seismic input for the IPEEE as described in NUREG-1407, “Procedural and Submittal Guidance

for the Individual Plant Examination of External Events (IPEEE) for Severe Accident

Vulnerabilities:  Final Report,” June 1991.

One acceptable method for scaling down IPEEE spectra is to multiply the IPEEE in-structure

response spectra at all frequencies by the largest (i.e., the most conservative) ratio of the ground

response spectra (defined by any of the four options listed [8]above) to the IPEEE review level

ground response spectra, in the frequency range from 1 Hz to 33 Hz.  These response spectra

should both be at a damping value of 5%.  To illustrate how this ratio should be determined,

Figure 4-3 shows an example where an IPEEE review level ground response spectrum (a

NUREG/CR-0098 median shape response spectrum anchored at a PGA of 0.3g) is compared to a

design basis earthquake (DBE) ground response spectra (a Regulatory Guide 1.60 shape

response spectrum, from option “c”, above, anchored at a PGA of 0.15g).  The DBE/IPEEE
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ratios for a few selected frequencies are also shown in Figure 4-3.  Note that the largest ratio of

DBE/IPEEE is 0.74 at 2.5 Hz (the peak of the response spectra).  This largest ratio should then

be multiplied by the spectral acceleration at each frequency of the IPEEE in-structure response

spectra to obtain the realistic, median-centered, in-structure response spectra for USI A-46.  Note

that other methods may be acceptable for scaling down IPEEE in-structure response spectra

using ground response spectra other than the four types listed in the previous paragraph (such as

a Housner spectrum), however the licensee should obtain NRC concurrence on a case-by-case

basis before using other methods and ground response spectra.

Examples of realistic damping values are given in NUREG/CR-0098 (Reference 23) and EPRI

Report NP-6041 (Reference 12).  The effects of embedment, wave scattering, and other soil

structure interaction (SSI) effects can be accounted for using the methods in the current NRC

Standard Review Plan (SRP) along with certain modifications such as using frequency shifting

(rather than peak broadening), using the spectral reduction factor given in the EPRI Report NP-

6041 (Reference 12) for considering the effects of horizontal spatial variation.  Also, it is

permissible to allow free field motion at the base mat elevation to be less than 60% of the ground

level free field motion provided a suitable justification is developed.

[7]If realistic, median-centered in-structure response spectra are used to resolve USI A-46, the

licensee should submit to the NRC Staff for review the procedure and the criteria to be used to

generate those realistic, median-centered in-structure response spectra if different that those

given in this section.  However, when technical justifications identified in Item d., above, and in

the last sentence of the previous paragraph need to be developed, then such justification should

be provided to the NRC Staff.  These submittals should be sent to the NRC as described in the

GIP, Part I, Section 2.2.1.5.

The Seismic Safety Margins Research Program (References 21 and 22) has demonstrated the

large conservatism which exists in traditionally-computed, conservative in-structure response

spectra versus realistic, median-centered in-structure response spectra.  The specific assumptions

made in generating in-structure response curves should be reviewed by the Seismic Capability

Engineers using the guidance provided above and in Appendix A of Reference 5.
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Advantages and Limitations.  The advantage of using in-structure response spectra comparisons

is that the equipment can be mounted at any elevation in the plant (i.e., higher than 40 feet above

effective grade) and/or the equipment can have any natural frequency.

Note that for comparison to 1.5 times the Bounding Spectrum (comparison using Method B.1), it

is preferable to use realistic, median-centered, in-structure response spectra.  Unfortunately,

these types of spectra may not be readily available for the older plants in the USI A-46 program.

Conservative, design, in-structure response spectra may be used instead; however, this may

introduce substantial conservatism, particularly at higher elevations in the plant.

Guidance for Evaluating In-Line Equipment.  The amplified response of in-line equipment which

is supported by piping (e.g., valves, valve operators, and sensors) is handled differently when

using the Bounding Spectrum or the GERS as the seismic capacity of the equipment.  When

using the Bounding Spectrum (comparison using Method A.1) or 1.5 times the Bounding

Spectrum (comparison using Method B.1), it is not necessary to account for amplification of the

piping system between the anchor point of the piping system (i.e., the floor or wall of the

building) and the point on the piping system where the item of equipment is attached.  This is

because the effect of amplified response in piping systems is accounted for in the earthquake

experience database.

When using GERS as the seismic capacity of equipment (comparisons using Methods B.2 and

B.3), piping system amplifications should be accounted for when establishing the seismic

demand on the in-line item of equipment.  The amplification factor can be obtained from a

dynamic piping analysis if one is available.  As an alternative, the amplification factor may be

estimated using judgment.
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Type 1.0 Hz 2.5 Hz 4.0 Hz 9.0 Hz 15.0 Hz 33.0 Hz

DBE 0.221g 0.471g 0.440g 0.392g 0.268g 0.15g
IPEEE 0.386g 0.636g 0.636g 0.636g 0.473g 0.30g

Ratio 0.57 0.74** 0.69 0.62 0.57 0.50
__________

** Largest DBE/IPEEE ratio

Figure 4-3.  Illustration of Method for Determining Largest Ratio of
DBE to IPEEE Ground Response Spectra
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4.3 EQUIPMENT CLASS SIMILARITY AND CAVEATS

The second screening guideline which should be satisfied to verify the seismic adequacy of an

item of mechanical or electrical equipment is to confirm that (1) the equipment characteristics

are generally similar to the earthquake experience equipment class or the generic seismic testing

equipment class and (2) the equipment meets the intent of the specific caveats for the equipment

class.  This review is only necessary when the Bounding Spectrum or the GERS is used to

represent the seismic capacity of an item of equipment (as described in Section 4.2).  If

equipment-specific seismic qualification data is used instead, then only the specific restrictions

applicable to that equipment-specific qualification data need be applied.

One important aspect of verifying the seismic adequacy of equipment included within the scope

of this procedure is explained by the “rule of the box.” For the equipment included in either the

earthquake or testing equipment class (i.e., the equipment class sub-categories shown in

Table 3-l), all of the components mounted on or in this equipment are considered to be part of

that equipment and do not have to be evaluated separately.  Auxiliary components which are not

mounted on the item of equipment but are needed by the equipment to fulfill its intended

function should be evaluated separately.  Additional discussion of the “rule of the box” is found

in Section 3.3.3.

An item of equipment should have the same general characteristics as the equipment in the

earthquake experience equipment class or the generic seismic testing equipment class.  The

intent of this rule is to preclude items of equipment with unusual designs and characteristics

which have not demonstrated seismic adequacy in earthquakes or tests.  Appendix B contains a

summary of the equipment class descriptions based on the earthquake experience data and the

generic seismic testing data.

“Caveats” are defined as the set of inclusion and exclusion rules which represent specific

characteristics and features particularly important for seismic adequacy of a particular class of

equipment.  Appendix B contains a summary of the caveats for the earthquake experience

equipment class and for the generic seismic testing equipment class.
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The “intent” of the caveats should be met when evaluating an item of equipment, as they are not

fixed, inflexible rules.  Engineering judgment should be used to determine whether the specific

seismic concern addressed by the caveat is met.  Appendix B provides brief discussions of the

intent of the caveats.  [9]Each item of equipment should be evaluated to determine whether it

meets the specific wording of the applicable caveats and their intent.  However, if an item of

equipment meets the intent of the caveats , but the specific wording of the caveat rule is not met,

then that item is considered to have met the caveat; these cases should be reported to the NRC

and the reason for this conclusion should be documented in the plant records per Section 9.4.

[10]Note that when reviewing items of equipment against equipment class caveats, it is important

to specifically evaluate the seismic adequacy of equipment on the Safe Shutdown Equipment

List (SSEL) which may have been identified as being made of brittle material, e.g., cast iron,

since such equipment many be more vulnerable to earthquake damage.

Note that the caveats of Appendix B are not necessarily a complete list of every seismically

vulnerable detail that may exist since it is impossible to cover all such situations by meaningful

caveats.  Instead, the Seismic Capability Engineers should exercise their judgment and

experience to seek out suspicious details or uncommon situations (not specifically covered by the

caveats) which may make equipment vulnerable to SSE effects.  For example, the Seismic

Capability Engineers should note any areas of concern within the “box” as defined in

Section 3.3.3 which could be seismically vulnerable such as added attachments, missing or

obviously inadequate anchorage of components, heavy objects mounted high up in the

equipment, components which are known to be seismically sensitive, etc.

The summaries of the equipment class descriptions and caveats in Appendix B are based on

information contained in References 4, 5, and 6.  The Seismic Capability Engineers should use

the summaries in Appendix B only after first reviewing and understanding the background of the

equipment classes and bases for the caveats as described in these references.  These references

provide more details (such as photographs of the database equipment) and more discussion than

summarized in Appendix B.
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4.4 ANCHORAGE ADEQUACY

The third screening guideline which should be satisfied to verify the seismic adequacy of an item

of mechanical or electrical equipment is to confirm that the anchorage of the equipment is

adequate.  Lack of anchorage or inadequate anchorage has been a significant cause of equipment

failing to function properly during and following past earthquakes.

The screening approach for verifying the seismic adequacy of equipment anchorage is based

upon a combination of inspections, analyses, and engineering judgment.  Inspections consist of

measurements and visual evaluations of the equipment and its anchorage, supplemented by use

of plant documentation and drawings.  Analyses should be performed to compare the anchorage

capacity to the seismic loadings (demand) imposed upon the anchorage.  These analyses should

be done using the guidelines contained in this section and Appendix C.[11]  Engineering judgment

is also an important element in the evaluation of equipment anchorage.  Guidance for making

judgments is included, where appropriate, in this section and in the reference documents.

[11]Anchorage analyses may be supplemented with the screening tables from Reference 7, the

computer code EBAC from Reference 7, or the computer code ANCHOR from Reference 14.

These screening tables and computer codes can be used to assist the user in comparing the

seismic demand and capacity for the anchor bolts.  However use of these tables or computer

codes does not relieve the user from following the guidelines and performing the checks

contained in this section.  For example, the base stiffness and prying action (Check #12, below)

and equipment base strength and structural load path (Check #13, below) should be considered

carefully since the screening tables and computer codes do not account for these effects.

There are various combinations of inspections, analyses, and engineering judgment which can be

used to verify the adequacy of equipment anchorage.  The Seismic Capability Engineers should

select the appropriate combination of elements for each anchorage installation based on the

information available.  For example, a simple hand calculation may be sufficient for a pump

which has only a few, very rugged, anchor bolts in a symmetrical pattern.  On the other hand, at
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times it may be advisable to use one of the anchorage computer codes to determine the loads

applied to a multi-cabinet motor control center if its anchorage is not symmetrically located.

Likewise a trade-off can be made between the level of inspection performed and the factor of

safety used for expansion anchor bolts.  These types of trade-offs and others are discussed in this

section.

The four main steps for evaluating the seismic adequacy of equipment anchorages include:

1. Anchorage Installation Inspection

2. Anchorage Capacity Determination

3. Seismic Demand Determination

4. Comparison of Capacity to Demand

It is not necessary to perform the above steps in the order given.  Trade-offs between different

alternative approaches could affect the order in which these steps are performed.

The remainder of this section describes the four main steps for evaluating the seismic adequacy

of anchorages.  In some cases, specific inspection checks and evaluations apply to only certain

types of anchors; additional details on these specific checks are covered in Appendix C.

Appendix G also includes Screening and Evaluation Work Sheets (SEWS) which can be used as

checklists to verify that all the appropriate steps in the anchorage evaluation procedure have been

completed.

It is not necessary to perform an anchorage evaluation for in-line valves (Equipment Classes #7

and #8: fluid-operated, motor-operated, and solenoid-operated valves).  Likewise temperature

sensors (Equipment Class #19) are relatively light, normally attached to another piece of

equipment, and do not need an anchorage evaluation.
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The material contained in this section and in Appendix C is based upon References 5 and 7.  The

Seismic Capability Engineers should not use the material in this section or Appendix C unless

they have thoroughly reviewed and understand the basis for the anchorage evaluation

methodology given in these reference documents.

4.4.1 Anchorage Installation Inspection

The first main step in evaluating the seismic adequacy of anchorages is to check the anchorage

installation and its connection to the base of the equipment.  This inspection consists of visual

checks and measurements along with a review of plant documentation and drawings where

necessary.

All accessible anchorages should be visually inspected. [12]All practicable means should be tried

to inspect inaccessible anchorages or those obstructed from view if they are needed for strength

to secure the item of equipment or if they secure equipment housing essential relays (to avoid

impact or excessive cabinet motion).  For example, it is not considered practicable to resort to

equipment disassembly, removal, etc., to inspect inaccessible anchorages.  The basis for the

engineering judgment for not performing these inspections should be documented.

A check of the following equipment anchorage attributes should be made:

1. Equipment Characteristics (i.e., estimation of mass, center of gravity location,
natural frequency, damping, and equipment base overturning moment center of
rotation)

2. Type of Anchorage

3. Size and Location of Anchorage

4. Installation Adequacy

5. Embedment Length

6. Gap at Threaded Anchors

7. Spacing Between Anchorages

8. Edge Distance
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9. Concrete Strength and Condition

10. Concrete Crack Locations and Sizes

11. Essential Relays in Cabinets

12. Equipment Base Stiffness and Prying Action

13. Equipment Base Strength and Structural Load Path

14. Embedment Steel and Pads

Not all of these attributes are applicable to all types of anchors.  Table 4-2 summarizes the

checks which should be made for the various types of anchorages.  General guidelines for

performing these checks are provided below; specific guidelines are included in Appendix C for

those types of anchors covered in this procedure.

Engineering judgment should be exercised when making these checks.  For example, it is not

necessary to measure the spacing between anchor bolts if it is obvious they are much farther

apart than the minimum spacing guidelines given in Appendix C.

Check 1 - Equipment Characteristics.  To determine the seismic loading on the anchorage of an

item of equipment, the following equipment characteristics should be estimated: mass, location

of the center of gravity, natural frequency, component damping, and equipment base center of

rotation for overturning moment.

The mass of the equipment is a primary parameter for determining the inertial loads applied to

the anchorage.  Equipment weight can be obtained from drawings and/or original purchase

documents, if available.  However, if this information is not available, then conservative

estimates of equipment weight for several equipment classes are given in Section C.1 of

Appendix C.  These estimated masses are, in general, based on the heaviest (or most dense) item

identified during a survey of typical nuclear plant equipment in each of the equipment classes.

For unusual equipment, an independent mass calculation should be performed or a conservative

estimate made.
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The location of the center of gravity of the equipment is used to determine the overturning

moment caused by the inertial loads.  It should be estimated by performing a visual inspection of

the equipment.  If the equipment has relatively uniform density, the center of gravity can be

taken at the geometric center of the equipment.  If the mass of the equipment is skewed, then

appropriate adjustments should be made to the center of gravity location.  If the equipment mass

is centered significantly offset from the geometric centerline, then this should be noted and

torsional effects included in the anchorage evaluations.

The lowest natural frequency (fn) of the equipment is used to determine the amplified

acceleration of the equipment from the in-structure response spectrum.  Only the overall

structural modes of the equipment need be considered for anchorage evaluations.  Since

equipment-specific information is normally not available for determining the natural frequency

of most types of equipment, approximate natural frequencies for certain classes of equipment are

given in Section C.1 of Appendix C as either rigid (fn > about 20 Hz) or flexible (fn < about

20 Hz).

The equipment damping should be determined for flexible equipment so that an appropriate in-

structure response spectrum, with the appropriate level of damping, is used to obtain spectral

accelerations.  The damping values for certain classes of equipment are given in Section C.1.

For those classes of equipment not covered in Section C.1, the relative flexibility/stiffness and

damping should be estimated based on engineering judgment, past experience, and comparison

to the equipment which is included in Section C.1.

The center of rotation of the equipment base is the line on the base about which the equipment

would rotate due to an overturning moment.  The location of the center of rotation should be

estimated based on the following guidance.  For very rigid equipment bases, such as heavy

machinery on skid mounts, the equipment may be considered to pivot about its outer edge or far

side bolt centerline.  For flexible equipment bases, such as electrical cabinets with light base

framing members, the center of rotation should be taken close to the equipment base centerline.
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Check 2 - Type of Anchorage.  The following five types of anchorages are covered in this

procedure.  If any other type of anchorage is used to secure an item of equipment, the anchorage

for that piece of equipment should be classified as an outlier and evaluated further in Section 5.

1. Expansion Anchors - Shell and Nonshell Types

2. Cast-In-Place Bolts and Headed Studs

3. Cast-In-Place J-Bolts

4. Grouted-In-Place Bolts

5. Welds to Embedded or Exposed Steel

It is important to identify which of these types of anchorage is used in an installation since these

anchorages have different capacities and different installation parameters which should be

checked during the inspection.

In most cases, it will be necessary to use plant drawings, specifications, general notes, purchase

records, or other such documents to identify the type of anchorage used for an item of

equipment.  Welds to embedded steel can be distinguished from bolted anchorages without using

drawings; however, concrete drawings will still be needed to check the embedment details of the

steel.  It is not necessary to have specific documented evidence for each item of equipment

installed in the plant; i.e., it is permissible to rely upon generic installation drawings or

specifications so long as the Seismic Capability Engineers have high confidence as to anchorage

type and method of installation and remain alert for subtle differences in anchorage installations

during the in-plant inspections.  The Seismic Capability Engineers should visually inspect the

anchorages to check that the actual installation appears to be the same as that specified on the

drawing or installation specification.

If documents are not available to identify the type of bolted anchorage used for an installation,

more detailed inspections should be done to develop a basis for the type of anchorage used and

its adequacy.
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For expansion anchors, it is important to identify the specific make and model of expansion

anchor since there is considerable variance in seismic performance characteristics for different

expansion anchor types.  The makes and models of expansion anchors covered by this procedure

are listed in Section C.2.2 of Appendix C along with appropriate capacity reduction factors.

If the specific manufacturer and model of an expansion anchor is not known, then generic

capacity reduction factors can be used as indicated in Section C.2.2 of Appendix C.  These

generic factors may be used, however, only on expansion anchors made from carbon steel or

better material.  Concrete fasteners made from other materials or which use fastening

mechanisms which are different than that of expansion anchors should be identified as outliers.

This would include fasteners such as lead cinch expansion anchors, chemical anchors, plastic

anchors, powder-actuated fasteners, and concrete screws.

It is also important to distinguish between shell- and nonshell-type expansion anchors since

different types of checks should be made to assure that they are properly installed.  Section C.2.2

provides a description of the differences between shell and nonshell expansion anchors, how to

tell them apart while they are installed, and what the capacity reduction factors are for the

various makes and models.

Note that expansion anchors should generally not be used for securing vibratory equipment, such

as pumps and air compressors.  If such equipment is secured with expansion anchors, then there

should be a large margin between the pullout loads and the pullout capacities; i.e., these

expansion anchors should be loaded primarily in shear with very little pullout load.  If a

component which is secured with expansion anchors, has been in service for a long time and its

expansion anchors remain tightly set, then this is a reasonable basis for ensuring installation

adequacy.  It is generally recommended that if expansion anchors need to be used for vibrating

equipment, then undercut-type of expansion anchors should be installed.

Check 3 - Size and Location of Anchorage.  The size of the anchors and the locations where they

secure the item of equipment to the floor or wall are key parameters for establishing the capacity

of the anchorage for that item of equipment.  The nominal allowable capacities in Appendix C
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are listed according to the diameter of the anchor.  Diameter is also used as a key parameter for

defining the minimum embedment length, spacing between anchors, and edge distance.  The

number and location of the anchors which secure an item of equipment determine how the

seismic loadings are distributed among all the anchors.  Note that the nominal allowable

capacities given in Appendix C also apply to anchors in the tension zone of concrete; e.g., on the

ceiling.

Check 4 - Installation Adequacy.  Several general installation checks should be made of the

anchorage.  For welds, a visual check of the adequacy of the welded joint should be performed;

more details are provided in Section C.6.3 of Appendix C.  For bolt or stud installation, a visual

check should be made to determine whether the bolt or nut is in place and uses a washer where

necessary.  Oversized washers or reinforcing plates are recommended for thin equipment bases.

(Additional discussion of corrections which can be made to equipment bases is included in

Check 12, below.) Lock washers are recommended where even low-level vibration exists.  For

expansion anchors, a tightness check should be made to detect gross installation defects (such as

oversized concrete holes, total lack of preload, loose nuts, damaged subsurface concrete, and

missing plug for shell types) which would leave the anchor loose in the hole.  The remainder of

the discussion on Check 4, below, provides an overview of the checks to be made on expansion

anchors; details are provided in Section C.2.3 of Appendix C.

The tightness check for expansion anchors can be accomplished by applying a torque to the

anchor by hand until the anchor is “wrench tight,” i.e., tightened without excessive exertion.  If

the anchor bolt or nut rotates less than about l/4 turn, then the anchor is considered tight.  This

tightness check is not intended to be a proof test of the capacity of the anchorage.  This check is

merely meant to provide a reasonable assurance that the expansion anchor is not loose in the hole

due to gross installation defects.

It is not the intent of this procedure to require disassembly of cabinets and structures or removal

of electrical cabling and conduit to provide access to the expansion anchors for this tightness

check.  Therefore, in those cases where expansion anchors are inaccessible, either during plant

operation or during shutdown, the Seismic Capability Engineers should make a judgment as to
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whether the number and distribution of tightness checks which have already been made in the

plant is sufficient, considering both the problem of inaccessibility and the results of the other

tightness checks.  One concern with not checking the tightness of inaccessible expansion anchors

is that these types of anchors may not have been properly installed because access to them was

limited during installation; therefore, the reason for inaccessibility should be considered when

deciding not to check the tightness of expansion anchors.

For plants which have a large number of similar expansion anchors installed, a sampling

program may be used for the tightness check based on achieving 95% confidence that no more

than 5% of the expansion anchors fail the tightness test.  Guidelines for conducting a sampling

program are provided in Section C.2.3 of Appendix C.

It is not necessary to perform a tightness check of an expansion anchor if the anchorage for that

piece of equipment is robust; i.e., there is a large margin between the applied load and the

anchorage capacity.  Guidelines for evaluating whether there is sufficient margin in the

anchorage are provided in Section C.2.10 of Appendix C, Reduced Inspection Alternative.

It is not necessary to perform a tightness check of expansion anchors which are loaded in tension

due to dead weight, since the adequacy of the anchor set is effectively proof-tested by the dead

weight loading.  Judgment should be exercised to assess the need for tightness checks when

multiple expansion anchors are used to secure a base plate loaded in tension by dead loads.

Seismic Capability Engineers should be aware that a tightness check alone for shell-type

expansion anchors may not be sufficient to detect gross installation defects of expansion anchors.

If the top of the shell is in contact with the equipment base, then the tightness check may simply

be tightening the shell against the bottom of the equipment base as shown in Figure 4-4.  Seismic

Capability Engineers should exercise engineering judgment and spot check for this type of

installation defect by removing a few bolts from shell-type anchors and inspecting them to

ensure that the shell anchor and the equipment base are not in contact.  If this spot check

indicates that these types of bolts may not be properly installed, then the inspection check should

be expanded accordingly.
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Embedment length is determined from the point on the anchor (defined in Appendix C for the

various types of anchors) to the surface of the structural concrete.  Note: Grout pads should not

be included in the embedment length.

Figure 4-4.  Installation of Shell-Type Expansion Anchors

Check 5 - Embedment Length.  The embedment length of an anchor should be checked to

confirm that it meets the minimum value so that nominal allowable anchor capacities can be

used.  A capacity reduction factor can be applied to the nominal allowable capacities for certain

types of anchors with less embedment.  Minimum embedments and reduction factors are given in

Appendix C for each type of anchor covered in this procedure.

The minimum embedments for expansion anchors are based on the manufacturer's

recommendations and cannot be reduced by applying capacity reduction factors.  Expansion
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anchors which have deeper embedments may use the higher recommended capacities contained

in the manufacturer's catalog in place of the nominal allowable capacities in Appendix C.  The

minimum embedments for cast-in-place bolts and headed studs and for grouted-in-place bolts are

set to be sufficiently long so that the anchorage will fail in a ductile manner; i.e., in the bolt or

stud, not in the concrete.  Grouted-in-place anchor embedments are the same as those for cast-in-

place anchors; a higher factor of safety is assigned to the pullout capacities of grouted-in-place

anchors to account for uncertainties in the bolt installation.  The minimum embedment for

smooth bar J-bolts is based primarily on the bond strength between the bar and the concrete.

The embedment length of expansion anchors can be checked by: (1) confirming that the anchor

is one of the makes and models covered by this procedure (i.e., Check 2, “Type of Anchorage”),

and (2) performing a visual inspection of the installation using the guidelines in Section C.2.4.

For many types of nonshell anchors, ultrasonic testing can be used to determine bolt length.

It is not necessary to perform an embedment length check of an expansion anchor if the

anchorage for that piece of equipment is robust, i.e., there is a large margin between the applied

load and the anchorage capacity.  Guidelines for evaluating whether there is sufficient margin in

the anchorage are provided in Appendix C, Section C.2.10, Reduced Inspection Alternative.

The embedment length for anchor types other than expansion anchors can be determined from

concrete installation drawings, ultrasonic testing, or other appropriate means.

Check 6 - Gap at Threaded Anchors.  The size of the gap between the base of the equipment and

the surface of the concrete should be less than about l/4 inch in the vicinity of the anchors (as

illustrated in Figure 4-5).  This limitation is necessary to prevent excessive flexural stresses in

the anchor bolt or stud and excessive bending moments on the concrete anchorage when shear

loads are applied.  Anchorages with gaps larger than about l/4 inch should be classified as

outliers and evaluated in more detail.

There should be no gap at the bolt or stud anchor locations for equipment containing essential

relays.  Gaps beneath the base of this equipment are not allowed since they have the potential for
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opening and closing during earthquake load reversals.  This may create high frequency impact

loadings on the equipment and any essential relays mounted therein could chatter.

Figure   4-5.  Equipment with Gap at Anchor Bolt

The gap size can be checked by performing a visual inspection; a detailed measurement of the

gap size is not necessary.  The check for the presence of essential relays in equipment can be

done in conjunction with the Relay Functionality Review described in Section 6.

Check 7 - Spacing Between Anchorages.  The spacing from an anchor to each nearby anchor

should be checked to confirm that it meets the minimum value so that nominal allowable anchor

capacities can be used.  A capacity reduction factor can be used when bolt-to-bolt spacing is less
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than the minimum specified value.  Minimum spacings and reduction factors are given in

Appendix C for each type of anchor covered in this procedure.

For expansion anchors, these spacing guidelines are based primarily on anchor capacity test

results.  The pullout capacity of cast-in-place anchors and headed studs is based on the shear

cone theory.  The minimum spacings given in Appendix C are for distances between adjacent

anchors in which the [13]shear cones of the anchors overlap slightly, reducing the projected shear

cone area for each by about 13%.  These minimum spacings are for anchors with the minimum

embedment.  Greater spacings are necessary to develop the full pullout capacities of deeply

embedded anchors if higher capacity values are used.

The shear capacity of anchors is not affected as significantly as tension capacity by closely

spaced anchors.  Recommended minimum spacings for shear loads are given in Appendix C,

along with the corresponding capacity reduction factors for closely spaced anchors.

For clusters of closely spaced anchors, a capacity reduction factor should be applied to an anchor

for every other nearby anchor.  For example, if there are three anchors in a line, and all are closer

than the minimum spacing, then the center anchor should have two reduction factors applied to

its nominal capacity allowable; the outside anchors should have only one reduction factor

applied.

The spacings between anchors can be checked in the field by a visual inspection and, if

necessary, the spacings can be measured.  Measurements should be made from anchor centerline

to anchor centerline.

Check 8 - Edge Distance.  The distance from an anchor to a free edge of concrete should be

checked to confirm that it meets the minimum value so that the nominal allowable anchor

capacities can be used.  A capacity reduction factor can be used for an anchor which is closer to

an edge than the minimum.  Minimum edge distances and reduction factors are given in

Appendix C for each type of anchor covered in this procedure.
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For expansion anchors, these edge distance guidelines are based primarily on anchor capacity

test results.  Full pullout and shear capacity can be developed for cast-in-place anchors and

headed studs which are no closer to a free edge than the radius of the projected shear cone.  The

minimum edge distances given in Appendix C correspond to the shear cone just touching the free

edge of concrete at the surface (no credit is taken for concrete reinforcement).  These minimum

edge distances apply to anchors with the minimum embedment.  Greater edge distances are

necessary to develop the full pullout capacities of deeply embedded anchors if higher capacities

are used.

When an anchor is near more than one free concrete edge, a capacity reduction factor should be

applied for each nearby edge.  For example, if an anchor is near a corner, then two reduction

factors apply.

The edge distances can be checked in the field by a visual inspection and, if necessary, the edge

distances can be measured.  Measurements should be made from anchor centerline to the free

edge.

Check 9 - Concrete Strength and Condition.  The concrete compressive strength (f′c) should be

obtained from design documentation or tests to confirm that it meets the minimum value so that

the nominal allowable anchor capacities can be used.  A capacity reduction factor can be used for

concrete which has lower strength than the minimum.  Minimum concrete strength and reduction

factors are given in Appendix C for each type of anchor covered in this procedure.

In addition, the concrete in the vicinity of the anchor should be checked to be sure that it is free

of gross defects which could affect the holding strength of the anchor.  This check should be

done in conjunction with Check 10, “Concrete Crack Locations and Sizes.”  Surface defects such

as hairline shrinkage cracks are not of concern.

Note that this procedure covers anchors installed only in poured, structural concrete.  If any

equipment is secured to other types of concrete or masonry structures, such as concrete block
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masonry walls, the anchorage for that item of equipment should be classified as an outlier and

evaluated separately.

The compressive strength of the concrete can normally be obtained from plant construction

drawings, specifications, or other documents.  If this information is not available, core sample

information can be used or new samples can be taken and tested.

Check 10 - Concrete Crack Locations and Sizes.  The concrete should be checked to confirm that

it is free of significant structural cracks in the vicinity of the installed anchors so that the nominal

pullout capacities given in Appendix C can be used.  A pullout capacity reduction factor can be

used for concrete which has cracks which are larger than the acceptable maximum widths and

are located in the vicinity of the anchor.  Maximum acceptable crack sizes and capacity reduction

factors are given in Appendix C for each type of anchor covered in this procedure.

Significant structural cracks in concrete are those which appear at the concrete surface and pass

through the concrete shear cone of an anchor installation or the location of the expansion wedge.

Concrete with surface (craze) cracks or shrinkage cracks which only affect the surface of the

concrete should be considered uncracked.

The check for cracks in the concrete can be done by a visual inspection of the anchorage

installation.  It may be necessary to exercise judgment to establish whether cracks in the vicinity

of an anchor actually pass through the installation.  It is sufficient to estimate the width of cracks

without making detailed measurements.  This check should be done in conjunction with Check 9,

“Concrete Strength and Condition,” to find other gross defects which could affect the holding

strength of an anchor.

Check 11 - Essential Relays in Cabinets.  Electrical cabinets and other equipment which are

secured with expansion anchors should be checked to determine whether they house essential

relays.  If essential relays are present, a capacity reduction factor of 0.75 should be used for

cabinets which are secured with expansion anchors.  This reduction factor is also described in

Section C.2.9 of Appendix C.
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The basis for this capacity reduction factor is that expansion anchors have a tendency to loosen

slightly when they are heavily loaded; i.e., they pull out of the concrete slightly.  This effect does

not significantly reduce the ultimate load carrying capability of expansion anchors; however, the

slight gap between the base of the equipment and the surface of the concrete can open during the

first part of an earthquake load cycle and then slam closed during the second part of the cycle.

This creates high frequency impact loadings on the equipment, and the relays mounted therein

could chatter.  Use of a capacity reduction factor for the expansion anchors which secure this

type of equipment lowers the maximum load which the anchor will experience; therefore this

minimizes the amount of loosening and hence the potential for introducing high frequency

impact loadings into the equipment.

The check for the presence of essential relays in equipment can be done in conjunction with the

Relay Functionality Review described in Section 6.

Check 12 - Base Stiffness and Prying Action.  The base and anchorage load path of the

equipment should be inspected to confirm that there is adequate stiffness and there is no

significant prying action applied to the anchors.  One special case of base flexibility is base

isolation systems.  Guidelines for evaluating base isolators are included at the end of this

Check 12 section.

There are two main concerns with the lack of adequate stiffness in the anchorage and load path.

First, the natural frequency of the item of equipment could be lowered into the frequency range

where dynamic earthquake loadings are higher (i.e., below about 8 Hz in Boundary Spectrum

comparisons, or below about 20 Hz for equipment anchorage evaluations).  Second, the cabinet

could lift up off the floor during an earthquake resulting in high frequency impact loadings on

the equipment, and any essential relays mounted therein could chatter.

Prying action can result from eccentric loads within the equipment itself and between the

equipment and the anchors.  The concern is that these prying actions can result in a lack of
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adequate stiffness and strength and in additional moment loadings within the equipment or on the

anchors.

Equipment constructed of sheet metal, such as motor control centers, switchgear, and

instrumentation and control cabinets, is susceptible to these effects and should be carefully

inspected for lack of stiffness and prying action.  Figure 4-6 shows examples of stiff and

excessively flexible anchorage connections with prying action.  In Example “A” of this figure,

the thin sheet metal may easily bend during uplift of the cabinet.

This unacceptable condition may be corrected by welding the outside edge of the cabinet base to

the embedded steel as shown in Example 'C'.  Care should be taken during welding to avoid

burning through the thin sheet metal frame of the cabinet.  Example “B” shows a thin sheet metal

base which can also easily bend during uplift.  This unacceptable condition may be corrected by

adding a thick metal plate under the nut of the anchor bolt so that the effective thickness and size

of the base is similar to the bottom leg of the structural angle shown in Example “D”.  Note that

the prying effect of the eccentric load on the anchor bolt in Example “D” should be considered.

Likewise, if the weld in Example “C” is actually nearer the edge of the embedded plate rather

than at the center as shown, then prying and/or bending will be present in the embedded plate.
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Figure 4-6.  Examples of Stiff and Excessively Flexible Anchorage Connections.
(Source:  Reference 5)
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The checks for adequate stiffness and lack of prying action require considerable engineering

judgment and can be done by a visual inspection of the anchorage installation.  Seismic

Capability Engineers should also review by visual inspection the entire anchorage load path of

the equipment for adequate stiffness.

If the base is flexible or if prying action could occur, then the Seismic Capability Engineers

should exercise their judgment to lower the capacity of the anchorage accordingly.

If the equipment is mounted on a base isolation system, then the isolators should be evaluated for

seismic adequacy using the guidelines provided below.

Base isolators are vulnerable to failure during an earthquake for several reasons.  Vibration

isolators, consisting primarily of one or several springs, have failed during earthquakes when the

springs could not resist lateral loads.  Isolators manufactured of cast iron can shatter when

subjected to earthquakes.  Rubber and elastomer products in isolators can fail when bonding

adhesives or the material itself fails.  Other isolators have steel sections surrounding the spring

element, which at first appear stout; however, detailed review can reveal that seismic loads may

be carried through small fillet or tack welds and through flat bearing plates which bend along

their weak axis.

For a base isolator system to be acceptable for seismic loads, the isolator system should have a

complete set of bumpers to prevent excessive lateral movement in all directions.  The bumpers

should not only prevent any excessive lateral movement and torsion, but a positive method of

resisting uplift should also be provided other than the springs themselves, or the rubber or

adhesives in tension.  If the bumpers do not have elastomeric pads to prevent hard impact, the

effect of that impact on the equipment should be evaluated.  (Note: Essential relays should not be

mounted in such equipment.) Isolators which were specifically designed for seismic applications

(not cast iron, unbraced springs, weak elastomers, etc.) may be accepted, provided suitable check

calculations verify that all possible load combinations and eccentricities within the isolator itself,

including possible impact loads, can be taken by the isolator system.
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Check 13 - Equipment Base Strength and Structural Load Path.  The equipment base and

structural load path should be checked to confirm that it has adequate strength to transmit the

seismic loads from the center of gravity of the equipment to the anchorage.  Several connections

may need to be checked in the evaluation to confirm that the weak link in the load path is

addressed, e.g., the channel or stud embedment, the weld between the embedded steel and the

cabinet base, and the connection bolts between the base of the equipment and its frame members.

This check should include such items as whether a washer is present under the nut or the head of

the bolt, and if not present, whether one is necessary.  A washer is not necessary if the base of

the equipment is at least as thick as a standard washer with a hole no larger than the hole in a

standard washer.  Another item to check is whether the internal bolting and welds near the base

of the equipment can carry the anchorage loads.

One example of inadequate strength in the equipment base was demonstrated during a shake

table test of a motor control center in which all four corners of the assembly broke loose.  The

weld between the base channel and the shake table remained intact; however, the small 5/16-inch

bolted connections between the base channel and the frame of the assembly broke.

The check for adequate strength in the equipment base can be done by a visual inspection of the

anchorage installation.  This check should be done in conjunction with Check 12, “Equipment

Base Stiffness and Prying Action.”

Check 14 - Embedment Steel and Pads.  If an item of equipment is welded to embedded steel or

it is mounted on a grout pad or a large concrete pad, the adequacy of the embedded steel, the

grout pad, or the large concrete pad should be evaluated.

Welds made to embedded steel transmit the anchor load to the embedment.  The location of the

weld should be such that large eccentric loads are not applied to the embedded steel.  If the

embedment uses headed studs, the strength criteria given in Section C.3 should be used together

with the generic guidelines contained in this section.  Other types of cast-in-place embedments

are not covered in this procedure [14]and should be classified as outliers.  The holding strength of
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these other types of embedments may be determined during the outlier evaluation by testing or

by application of generally accepted engineering principles.  Engineering judgment should be

exercised to establish a conservative estimate of the concrete failure surface for outlier resolution

of these other types of embedments.  Manufacturer's test information or plant-specific test

information may be used in the outlier resolution of other types of embedments as appropriate.

Factors of safety consistent with this procedure should be followed.

Equipment mounted on grout pads should be checked to confirm that the anchorages penetrate

through the grout pad into the structural concrete beneath.  Anchorages installed only in the grout

pad have failed in past earthquakes and do not have the capacity values assigned to anchors in

structural concrete.

If an item of equipment is anchored to a large concrete pad, the pad should have reinforcing steel

and be of sound construction (i.e., no prominent cracks).  The pad/floor interface should also be

evaluated to determine whether it can transmit the earthquake loads.  For example, if there are

sufficient reinforcement bars connecting the floor to the pad, then the connection is adequate.

Also, if a chemical bonding agent was used between the pad and floor, the adhesion strength can

typically develop the same strength as the concrete in tension and shear.

If there are no reinforcement bars or chemical bond between the pad and the floor, then the

interface can typically resist only shear loadings (if the interface had been roughened at the time

the pad was poured).  It may be possible, in this case, to show that there are no tensile loads on

the pad/floor interface due to either: (1) the center of gravity of the item of equipment being low,

or (2) the weight of the pad itself acting as a ballast to resist the overturning moment.

The adequacy check of the embedded steel, grout pad, and large concrete pad can be done with a

visual inspection together with measurements and the use of drawings and other documents

where necessary.  This check should be done in conjunction with Check 9, “Concrete Strength

and Condition,” and Check 10, “Concrete Crack Locations and Sizes.”
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4.4.2 Anchorage Capacity Determination

The second main step in evaluating the seismic adequacy of anchorages is to determine the

allowable capacity of the anchors used to secure an item of equipment.  The allowable capacity

is obtained by multiplying the nominal allowable capacities by the applicable capacity reduction

factors.  The nominal capacities and reduction factors can be obtained from Appendix C, based

on the results of the anchorage installation inspection checks described in Section 4.4.1.

[15]The criteria in the GIP may be applied to modification or repair of existing anchorages (e.g.,

anchor bolts or welds) including one-for-one component replacements (e.g., replacing bolts in

one-for-one component replacements).  For new installations and newly designed anchorages in

modifications or replacements, the USI A-46 (GIP) criteria and procedures may also be applied,

except that the factor of safety currently recommended for new nuclear plants in determining the

anchorage capacities shall be met.

The pullout capacity allowable is based on the product of the nominal pullout capacity and the

applicable capacity reduction factors:

Pall  =  Pnom · RTp · RLp · RSp · REp · RFp · RCp · RRp

Where: Pall = Allowable Pullout capacity of installed anchor (kip)

Pnom = Nominal allowable Pullout capacity (kip)

RTp = Reduction factor for the Type of expansion anchors

RLp = Reduction factor for short embedment Lengths

RSp = Reduction factor for closely Spaced anchors

REp = Reduction factor for near Edge anchors

RFp = Reduction factor for low strength (f′c) concrete

RCp = Reduction factor for Cracked concrete

RRp = Reduction factor for expansion anchors securing equipment with
essential Relays
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The shear capacity allowable is based on the product of the nominal shear capacity and the

applicable capacity reduction factors:

Vall  =  Vnom · RTs · RLs · RSs · REs · RFs · RRs

Where: Vall = Allowable shear capacity of installed anchor (kip)

Vnom = Nominal allowable shear capacity (kip)

RTs = Reduction factor for the Type of expansion anchors

RLs = Reduction factor for short embedment Lengths

RSs = Reduction factor for closely Spaced anchors

REs = Reduction factor for near Edge anchors

RFs = Reduction factor for low strength (f′c) concrete

RRs = Reduction factor for expansion anchors securing equipment with
essential Relays

Note that the pullout and shear capacities for anchors given above are based on having adequate

stiffness in the base of the equipment and on not applying significant prying action to the anchor.

If Check 12, Base Stiffness and Prying Action, shows that stiffness is not adequate or that

significant prying action is applied to the anchors, then the Seismic Capability Engineers should

lower the allowable capacity loads accordingly.

4.4.3 Seismic Demand Determination

The third main step in evaluating the seismic adequacy of anchorages is to determine the loads

applied to the anchorages by the seismic demand imposed on the item of equipment.  This is

done using the following five steps:

1. Determine the appropriate input seismic accelerations for the item of equipment for
each of the three directions of motion.

2. Determine the seismic inertial equipment loads for each of the three directions of
motion using the equivalent static load method.

3. Determine the seismic inertial anchor loads by calculating the various load
components for each direction of motion.
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4. Calculate the combined seismic loads on each anchor from each of the three
directions of seismic motion.  Then combine the load components from these three
directions using the Square Root Sum of the Squares (SRSS) method.

5. Calculate the total anchor loads on each anchor by adding the combined seismic
loads to the equipment deadweight loads and any other loads on the equipment.

These five steps are described below:

Step 1 - Input Seismic Accelerations.  The first step in determining the seismic demand loads on

the anchorage is to compute the input seismic accelerations from an appropriate in-structure

response spectrum, at the damping and natural frequency of the equipment, for the location in the

plant where the equipment is mounted.

If the equipment is located in an area where there are two applicable lateral response spectra

(nominally one N-S and one E-W), then one of the following alternatives can be used to define a

single horizontal seismic demand acceleration for load calculation:

• Use the higher acceleration for both horizontal directions.

• Use the acceleration value (either N-S or E-W) which aligns with the direction of the
“weak” anchorage for that item of equipment.

• Use the actual direction N-S and E-W accelerations for the N-S and E-W loads on each
item of equipment.

The vertical component of acceleration can be taken as 2/3 of the horizontal component of

acceleration.  For most equipment classes, the vertical direction fundamental frequency is in the

rigid range.  For this reason, even if the equipment is flexible in a horizontal direction, then 2/3

of the horizontal [8]Zero Period Acceleration (ZPA) may be used as the vertical acceleration as

appropriate.

The following factors which should be considered in determining the input seismic accelerations

are covered below: equipment damping, natural frequency of the equipment, use of unbroadened

response spectra, and factors of conservatism for various types of in-structure response spectra.
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Equipment Damping.  A 5% damping value can be used in anchorage evaluations for most
of the equipment classes covered by this procedure.  Section C.1 of Appendix C lists the
equipment classes for which 5% damping is recommended.  This level of damping is
adequate for these classes because the equipment either exhibits this level of damping or it
is essentially rigid (natural frequency greater than about 20 Hz) so that the damping level is
nearly irrelevant.

Section C.1 of Appendix C also lists the classes of equipment which have a lower damping
(3% damping) value.  Equipment with 3% damping (only for anchorage evaluation)
includes instrument racks and some vertical pumps with motors.  See Table C.1.1 in
Appendix C.  Inspection Check 1 can be used to verify that the equipment does not have
unusual features which could lower its damping below the values given in Section C.1.

In-structure response spectra for the plant may not be available at the 5% or 3% damping
levels recommended in this procedure for anchorage evaluations.  Therefore available
response spectra may be normalized to the desired spectral damping level using one of the
following methods (from Appendix A of Reference 6):

For in-structure response spectra which have a shape similar to the Bounding Spectrum
shown in Figure 4-2, i.e., without very narrow peaks, the spectral acceleration for a desired
damping ratio βD can be estimated from an available response spectrum with a damping
ratio of βA by using the following relationship:

SaiD = SaiA 
D

A

β
β

However this spectral acceleration SaiD is limited to:

SaiD ≥ ZPA

for frequencies (fi) in the high frequency region, i.e., frequencies greater than the frequency
associated with the peak of the response spectrum.

The meaning of the symbols used above is as follows:

SaiA = available spectral acceleration at frequency fi associated with a damping
ratio βA

SaiD = desired spectral acceleration at frequency fi associated with a damping
ratio βD

βA = damping ratio of Available response spectrum
βD = damping ratio of Desired response spectrum
ZPA = Zero Period Acceleration
fi = frequency of interest
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For estimated in-structure response spectra based on 1.5 times horizontal ground response
spectrum (at 5% damping) for equipment which (1) is mounted below about 40 feet above
the effective grade3 and (2) has a fundamental natural frequency (overall structural mode)
greater than about 8 Hz, the spectral acceleration for a desired damping ratio βD can be
estimated from the available 5% damped response spectrum by using one of the following
three relationships:

For fi ≤ 8 Hz:

SaiD = SaiA 
D

A

β
β

For fi ≥ 20 Hz:

SaiD = SaiA

For 8 Hz < fi < 20 Hz:

SaiD = linear interpolation of SaiD on a log-log scale between 8 Hz and 20 Hz
based on the above two formulas:

= )]Sa(log)8/flog(m[ D,Hz8i10 +

Where:

SaiA = available spectral acceleration at frequency fi associated with a 5%
damping ratio βA

SaiD = desired spectral acceleration at frequency fi associated with a damping
ratio βD

βA = damping ratio (5%) of Available estimated response spectrum

βD = damping ratio of Desired response spectrum

fi = frequency of interest (Hz)

m = slope of line on log-log scale between 8 Hz and 20 Hz

=
8/20log

)Sa/Sa(log D,Hz8D,Hz20

                                                
3 “Effective grade is defined in Section 4.2.3.
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Sa8Hz,D = spectral acceleration at 8 Hz associated with the desired damping ratio βD

Sa20Hz,D = spectral acceleration at 20 Hz associated with the desired damping ratio
βD

Natural Frequency.  The lowest natural frequency (fn) of the equipment may be estimated
by past experience with testing or analysis.  The natural frequency of the equipment can be
determined in Inspection Check 1 during the inspection of the anchorage installation.  Note
that conservative estimates of equipment natural frequency for several equipment classes
are given in Section C.1 of Appendix C as either rigid (fn > about 20 Hz) or flexible (fn <
about 20 Hz).  The following classes of equipment can generally be considered as rigid
(i.e., natural frequency greater than about 20 Hz) if anchored stiffly:

• Equipment Class #5    -  Horizontal Pump

• Equipment Class #12  -  Air Compressors

• Equipment Class #13  -  Motor-Generators

• Equipment Class #17  -  Engine-Generators

Rigid equipment can use a damping value of 5% since it is not significantly amplified over
the Zero Period Acceleration (ZPA).

If the natural frequency of the equipment is estimated to be high (i.e., greater than about
20 Hz), then the equipment should be considered “rigid” and the Zero Period Acceleration
(ZPA) should be used for anchorage load calculations.  If the natural frequency is
estimated to be below about 20 Hz, then the equipment should be considered “flexible”
and the peak of the response spectrum may conservatively be used for anchorage load
calculations.  If the natural frequency of the equipment is known (by calculation, test, or
other means), the maximum acceleration from the response spectrum for the frequency
range of interest (from equipment natural frequency to 33 Hz) can be used instead of the
peak.

Unbroadened Response Spectra.  Unbroadened in-structure response spectra can be used
for comparison to seismic capacity spectra.  Uncertainty in the natural frequency of the
building structure should be addressed by shifting the frequency of the seismic demand
response spectrum at these peaks.  [3]A reference or basis for establishing the degree of
uncertainty in the natural frequency of the building structure should be included in the
plant-specific seismic evaluation records.

Factors of Conservatism.  The spectral accelerations determined from an in-structure
response spectrum should be multiplied by a factor of conservatism from Table 4-3, below,
based on the type of in-structure response spectrum used.  The 1.25 factor of conservatism
given in this table accounts for uncertainties inherent in median-centered type of response
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spectra.  The types of response spectra given in this table and the terminology used to
describe them are defined in Section 4.2.

The first type of response spectrum given in Table 4-3 (1.5 times SSE horizontal ground
response spectrum) is considered a median-centered type of response spectrum for
elevations below about 40 feet above the effective grade when the equipment has its lowest
natural frequency (overall structural mode) above about 8 Hz.  The 1.5 factor is an
effective amplification factor between the free-field ground motion and the floors in the
plant.

Table 4-3.
Factors of Conservatism for Different Types of In-Structure Response Spectra

            Type of In-Structure Response Spectrum(a)             
Additional Factor
of Conservatism

• 1.5 times SSE horizontal, ground response spectrum for
equipment which:

1.25

- Is mounted below about 40 feet above the effective
grade and

- Has its lowest natural frequency (overall structural
mode) above about 8 Hz

• Realistic, median-centered, horizontal in-structure
response spectrum for SSE

1.25

• Conservative, design, horizontal in-structure response
spectrum for SSE

1.0

____________

(a)  The types of response spectra and the terminology used in this table are described
in Section 4.2.
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Step 2 - Seismic Inertial Equipment Loads.  The second step in determining the seismic demand

loads on the anchorage is to compute the seismic inertial equipment loads for each of the three

directions of motion using the equivalent static load method.  In this method, the seismic analysis

is performed statically by applying the inertial load at the center of gravity of the equipment.

The inertial load in each direction is equal to the input seismic accelerations, times an equivalent

static coefficient, times the mass of the equipment.

An equivalent static coefficient of 1.0 can be used for the classes of equipment covered by this

procedure; the basis for this is described in Reference 7.  The mass of the equipment is

determined in Inspection Check 1 during the inspection of the anchorage installation.  Note that

conservative estimates of equipment mass for several equipment classes are given in Section C.1

of Appendix C.

Step 3 - Seismic Inertial Anchor Loads.  The third step in determining the seismic demand loads

on the anchorage is to compute the seismic inertial anchor loads for each of the three directions

of motion.  This is done by applying the seismic inertial equipment loads determined in the

previous step to the center of gravity of the item of equipment and calculating the free-body

loads on the anchors.  The location of the center of gravity of the equipment is determined in

Inspection Check 1 during the inspection of the anchorage installation.  The location of the

center of gravity can be taken as the geometric center of the equipment if the equipment is of

uniform density.  If the mass of the equipment is skewed, then appropriate adjustments should be

made to the center of gravity location.

The following types of seismic inertial anchor loads should be determined.  Note that these loads

are applicable whether the equipment is mounted on the floor, wall, or ceiling.

• Anchor shear loads due to the lateral component of force caused by the seismic inertial
equipment loads, including, if significant, the anchor shear loads due to any torsional
moments (center of gravity is not in line with the centroid of the group of anchors).

• Anchor pullout loads due to the overturning moment caused by the seismic inertial
equipment loads, with an appropriately estimated location of the overturning axis.
Guidance on estimating the location of the overturning axis is given below.)
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• Anchor pullout loads caused by the seismic inertial equipment loads due to the component
of force which is in line with the axes of the anchor bolts; e.g., for floor-mounted
equipment include the vertical component of the seismic load.

The anchor loads caused by the equipment overturning moment can be based on the assumption

that plane sections remain plane during loading and that the material in the equipment and the

anchors behave in a linear-elastic manner.  This results in a linear distribution of anchor loads for

a set of anchors which are equal in stiffness and size.

The recommended location for the overturning axis is at the equipment centerline for equipment

with flexible bases.  For rigid base equipment, the overturning axes can be taken at the edge of

the equipment.

[16]The EBAC computer code (Reference 7)  requires the users to input the center of rotation

based on their engineering judgement.

[17][18]The ANCHOR computer code (Reference 14) assumes the equipment base is rigid relative

to the anchor bolts so that the overturning axis is located relatively near the edge of the

equipment.  When using the ANCHOR code, the user should verify that the rigid base

assumption is valid.  Also, if the edge of the base of an item of equipment is located near a free

edge of the concrete (e.g., the edge of a pedestal), the compressive strength of the concrete edge

may be more limiting that the pullout strength of the anchorage.  In this circumstance, the

compressive load generated by the equipment base plate to resist overturning moments should be

compared to the compressive strength of the concrete beneath the edge of the base.

Step 4 - Combined Seismic Loads.  The fourth step in determining the seismic demand loads on

the anchorage is to compute the combined seismic anchor loads by taking the Square Root Sum

of the Squares (SRSS) of the seismic loads on each anchor from the three directions of

earthquake motion.
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Step 5 - Total Anchor Loads.  The total loads on the anchorage are computed by combining the

combined seismic anchor loads from the previous step to the equipment deadweight loads and

any other significant loads which would be applied to the equipment, e.g., pipe reaction loads on

pumps.

4.4.4 Comparison of Capacity to Demand

The fourth and final main step in evaluating the seismic adequacy of anchorages is to compare

the seismic capacity loads of the anchors (determined in Section 4.4.2, above) to the total anchor

loads (determined in Section 4.4.3, above).  This comparison can be done using the shear-tension

interaction formulations given in Appendix C for each of the anchor types covered by this

procedure.  [19]Note that the ANCHOR and EBAC computer codes allow the user to select the

shear-tension interaction formulation to be used.  The formulation selected should be consistent

with the guidance given in Appendix C.

4.5 SEISMIC INTERACTION

The fourth and final screening guideline which should be satisfied to verify the seismic adequacy

of an item of mechanical or electrical equipment is to confirm that there are no adverse seismic

spatial interactions with nearby equipment, systems, and structures which could cause the

equipment to fail to perform its intended safe shutdown function.  The interactions of concern are

(1) proximity effects, (2) structural failure and falling, and (3) flexibility of attached lines and

cables.  Guidelines for judging interaction effects when verifying the seismic adequacy of

equipment are presented in Appendix D.

It is the intent of the USI A-46 seismic interaction evaluation that real (i.e., credible and

significant) interaction hazards be identified and evaluated.  The interaction evaluations

described in Appendix D focus on areas of concern based on past earthquake experience.

Systems and equipment which have not been specifically designed for seismic loads should not

be arbitrarily assumed to fail under earthquake loads; instead, Seismic Capability Engineers are

expected to differentiate between likely and unlikely interactions, using their judgment and past
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earthquake experience.  Examples of specific areas which warrant attention in the interaction

evaluation are presented in Appendix D.

Note that special attention should be given to the seismic interaction of electrical cabinets

containing relays.  If the relays in the electrical cabinets are essential, i.e., the relays should not

chatter during an earthquake, then any impact on the cabinet should be considered an

unacceptable seismic interaction and cause for identifying that item of equipment as an outlier.

Guidance for evaluating the consequences of relay chatter due to earthquake motions, including

cabinet impact interactions, are presented in Section 6 and Reference 8.

4.6 DOCUMENTATION

The results of the Screening Verification and Walkdown should be documented on walkdown

checklists, such as the SEWS contained in Appendix G, and on Screening Verification Data

Sheets (SVDSs), shown in Exhibit 4-l at the end of this section.  Preparation of the SEWS and

SVDSs includes a review of generic and plant-specific seismic documentation and a plant

walkdown of the safe shutdown equipment.  The completed SEWS and SVDSs constitute the

formal documentation of the Screening Verification and Walkdown, and reflect the final

judgment of the Seismic Capability Engineers.

Other, informal documentation may be used by the Seismic Capability Engineers as an aid

during the Screening Verification and Walkdown.  These may include calculations, sketches,

photographs, etc.  Use of informal documentation is optional.

Instructions for completing the SEWS are included in Appendix G.  Instructions for completing

the SVDS are provided below.

The SVDS is arranged in rows and columns.  Each row contains one item of safe shutdown

equipment.  The columns contain information about the equipment and the results of the
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Screening Verification and Walkdown.  Guidelines for completing each of the columns are

provided below.

At the bottom of the SVDS are two sets of certifications to be signed by those performing the

Seismic Verification and Walkdown.  The first certification should be signed by all the Seismic

Capability Engineers who performed the Screening Verification and Walkdown; there should be

at least two such signatories, one of which should be a licensed professional engineer.  A

signature on this certification indicates the Seismic Capability Engineer is in agreement with all

the entries and conclusions entered on the SVDS.  All signatories should agree with all the

entries and conclusions.

The second certification at the bottom of the SVDS is for use by a systems or operations

engineer who may provide information to the Seismic Capability Engineers during their seismic

evaluation of the equipment.  It is left to the Seismic Capability Engineers to determine whether

this second certification is needed.  This certification should be completed by a systems or

operations engineer if he/she provides information critical to the evaluation of the seismic

adequacy of the equipment.  Examples of such information include how a piece of equipment

operates or whether a feature on the equipment is needed to accomplish a safe shutdown

function.  Information of this type is particularly important if an item of equipment is found

during the walkdown which should be added to the safe shutdown equipment list (SSEL).  Only

the signature of the systems or operations engineer should be documented on the SVDS; details

of the information supplied to the Seismic Capability Engineers need not be included.

Note that the completed SVDSs, with the certifications at the bottom, reflect the final judgment

of the Seismic Capability Engineers.  Prior to arriving at this final judgment, there may have

been several walkdowns, calculations, and other seismic evaluations which form the basis for

certifying whether the equipment meets the screening guidelines contained in this procedure.

Compilation of the information on the SVDSs can be done using a database management system.

This makes it possible to manipulate the order in which the equipment is listed on the sheets.

During the SQUG trial plant reviews (References 16 and 25), it was convenient to print out
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SVDSs by location in the plant.  This optimized the routing of the Seismic Capability Engineers

during the walkdowns so that backtracking was minimized and separate teams of Seismic

Capability Engineers could cover different parts of the plant.  After the walkdown is complete,

the database management system can be used to sort the equipment on the SVDSs into lists of

outliers or other categories of equipment.  Exhibit 4-2 shows an example of a completed SVDS

using a database management system.

The contents of each of the 16 columns of the SVDS, shown in Exhibit 4-l, is described below.

Columns 1 through 6 contain information for identifying and locating the equipment.  These

columns are the same as the comparable six columns on the Safe Shutdown Equipment List

(SSEL) shown in Exhibit A-l in Appendix A.

Column 1 contains the equipment class number from Table 3-l of Section 3.

Column 2 contains the plant identification or tag number for the equipment.  This is

normally an alphanumeric designation by which an item of equipment is uniquely

identified in the plant.  This identifier will permit direct access and a cross-reference to the

existing plant files or data system for the item of equipment.

Column 3 contains both a designation of the plant system to which the equipment belongs

and a description of the equipment.  If the system designation is placed at the beginning of

this field, then the equipment list can be sorted by system with a database management

system.

Column 4 identifies the building in which the equipment is located.

Column 5 contains the floor elevation from which the item of equipment can be viewed by

the Seismic Capability Engineers.
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Column 6 contains a designation of the location of the equipment within the building.  An

example of this is by building column line intersection, such as F-12.  This indicates the

intersection of column lines F and 12.  Alternatively, the room designation can be given;

e.g., diesel generator room (DG room).

Columns 7 through 10 are used to document the source of the seismic capacity and the source of

the seismic demand.

Column 7 contains the elevation at which the equipment is mounted; i.e., the elevation at

which the equipment receives its seismic input (demand).  This elevation should be

determined by the Seismic Capability Engineers during the walkdown.  Note that this

elevation may not be the same as the floor elevation given in Column 5.

Column 8 indicates whether the equipment is mounted lower in the building than about

40 feet above grade.  A “yes” answer to this question means the ground response spectrum

can be used for comparison to the seismic capacity of the equipment (if the equipment's

fundamental natural frequency is above about 8 Hz).  As an alternative, the actual number

of feet above grade could be entered into this column.

Column 9 identifies the source of the seismic capacity.  The following codes may be used:

DOC Component-Specific Seismic Qualification Documentation.

BS Bounding Spectrum (for comparison to Ground Response Spectra).

ABS 1.5 times Bounding Spectrum (for comparison to in-structure
response spectra or 1.5 times Ground Response Spectra).

GERS – XXX Generic Equipment Ruggedness Spectra, GERS.

If the GERS are used, a number designation (XXX) should also be given to indicate which

unique GERS is used.  If seismic qualification documentation is used, reference to the

documentation should be noted in Column 16.
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Column 10 indicates the method used to define the seismic demand.  The following codes

may be used:

GRS Ground Response Spectra.

AGS 1.5 times Ground Response Spectra.

CRS Conservative, Design In-Structure Response Spectrum.

RRS Realistic, Median-Centered In-Structure Response Spectrum.

If an in-structure response spectrum is used, a number designation should also be given to

indicate which unique spectrum is used.

Columns 11 through 14 are used to document the results of the evaluation of the equipment

against the four seismic screening guidelines: comparison of seismic capacity to seismic demand,

caveat compliance, anchorage adequacy, and seismic interaction.

Column 11 indicates whether capacity of the equipment exceeds the demand imposed on

it.  The following codes may be used:

Y Yes, capacity exceeds demand.

N No, capacity does not exceed demand.

U Unknown whether capacity exceeds demand.

Column 12 indicates whether the equipment is within the scope of the earthquake/testing

equipment class and meets the intent of all the caveats for the equipment class.  The

following codes may be used:

Y Yes, the equipment is in the equipment class, and the intent of all applicable
caveats is satisfied.

N No, the equipment is not in the equipment class, or the intent of all applicable
caveats is not satisfied.

U Unknown whether the equipment is in the equipment class or whether the
intent of all applicable caveats is satisfied.
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N/A The earthquake/test equipment class and the caveats are not applicable to this
item of equipment.

Column 13 indicates whether the equipment anchorage meets the anchorage screening

guidelines.  The following codes may be used:

Y Yes, anchorage capacities equal or exceed seismic demand, and anchorage is
free of gross installation defects and has adequate stiffness.

N No, anchorage capacities do not equal or exceed the seismic demand, or
anchorage is not free of gross installation defects, or anchorage does not have
adequate stiffness.

U Unknown whether anchorage capacities equal or exceed seismic demand, or
whether anchorage is free of gross installation defects or has adequate
stiffness.

N/A Anchorage guidelines are not applicable to this equipment; e.g., valves are not
evaluated for anchorage.

Column 14 indicates whether the equipment is free of adverse seismic interaction effects.

The following codes may be used:

Y Yes, the equipment is free of interaction effects, or the interaction effects are
acceptable and do not compromise the safe shutdown function of the
equipment.

N No, the equipment is not free of adverse interaction effects.

U Unknown whether interaction effects will compromise the safe shutdown
function of the equipment.

Columns 15 and 16 are used to document the overall result of the equipment evaluation and to

record a note number for explaining anything unusual for an item of equipment.

Column 15 indicates whether, in the final judgment of the Seismic Capability Engineers,

the seismic adequacy of the equipment is verified.  Note that this judgment may be based
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on one or more walkdowns, calculations, and other supporting data.  The following codes

are used:

Y Yes, seismic adequacy has been verified, i.e., code “Y”, for all the applicable
screening guidelines:

(1) seismic capacity is greater than demand,

(2) the equipment is in the earthquake/test equipment class and the intent of
all the caveats is met (for use with Bounding Spectrum or GERS only),

(3) equipment anchorage is adequate, and

(4) seismic interaction effects will not compromise the safe shutdown
function of the item of equipment.

N No, seismic adequacy does not meet one or more of the seismic evaluation
criteria.  Equipment is identified as an outlier requiring further verification
effort in accordance with Section 5.

Note that there is no “Unknown” category in Column 15 since this column represents the

final judgment by the Seismic Capability Engineers.  At this point, the item of equipment

should be either verified to be seismically adequate (Y) or found to be lacking in one or

more areas (N) and should be evaluated as an outlier in accordance with Section 5.

Column 16 can be used for explanatory notes.  A number can be entered in this field which

corresponds to a list of notes which provide additional information on the seismic

evaluation of equipment.  For example, a note could indicate that a solenoid-operated valve

is mounted on the yoke of an air-operated valve (AOV) and is evaluated as a component

mounted within the “box” of this AOV.  This column should also be used to identify when

the intent of any caveat is met, but the specific wording of the caveat rule is not.
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REASONS FOR CHANGES TO GIP, PART II, SECTION 4
Listed below are the specific reasons for making the changes marked with a vertical line in the

margin of this section to create GIP-3A from GIP-3, Updated 5/16/97.  The endnote numbers

listed below correspond to the bracketed numbers (e.g., [1]) located in the text of this section

where the changes are made.

                                                
1 SSER No. 2, Sec. II.4.1 – The Staff position is that the licensee must commit to both the SQUG

commitments and the use of the entire implementation guidance provided in GIP-2, unless otherwise
justified to the staff as described in GIP-2 and SSER No. 2.

The GIP has been amended in the “SQUG Commitments” sections of Part II to reiterate the requirement
contained in the GIP, Part I, Section 1.3 to (1) provide written justification to the NRC for prior
approval of any substantial deviations from the SQUG commitments and (2) notify the NRC of
significant or programmatic deviations from the GIP guidance no later than the summary report.

2 SSER No. 2, Sec. II.4.2.1 – The Staff position is that the capacity spectrum should envelope the demand
spectrum over the entire frequency range unless the lowest natural frequency of the equipment, the door
panels, or internal structures and components as described in Section 4.2 of GIP-2 can be conservatively
established.

The GIP has been amended in Part II, Section 4.2 to reflect the Staff position.
3 SSER No. 2, Sec. II.4.4.13 – The Staff position is that licensees should provide a reference or basis for

the “frequency shifting” method when it is used so that the uncertainty in the natural frequency of the
building structure is addressed.

The GIP has been amended in Part II, Sections 4.2, 4.4.3, and 9.4 where use of unbroadened response
spectra is discussed to recommend that a reference or basis be included in the plant records for
establishing the uncertainty in the estimated natural frequency of the building.

4 SSER No. 2, Sec. III.7.3 – The NRC position is that since GIP-2 allows the demand level to exceed the
capacity level under certain conditions, in response to the question “Does capacity exceed demand?” on
the Screening Evaluation Work Sheets (SEWS) for each piece of equipment, the reviewer must also
identify whether the exceptions described on page 4-10 of GIP-2 were used in the comparison.

The GIP has been amended in Part II, Section 4.2, “Enveloping of Seismic Demand Spectrum,” to
address the Staff position by requiring the SEWS to be marked to indicate if one of the special
exceptions to having capacity envelop demand at all frequencies is invoked.

Each SEWS in Appendix G has also been modified to include a reminder, next to the question “Does
capacity exceed demand?” to indicate if an exception is invoked.

 5 During the NRC’s review of licensees’ implementation of the USI A-46 program and their review of the
use of the GIP for NARE, the NRC Staff required licensees to show that realistic, median-centered in-
structure response spectra are not significantly higher that about 1.5 times the SSE ground response
spectrum for the plant if GIP Method A is used.  This requirement has been incorporated into the GIP,
Part II, Section 4.2.3 as described in References 40 and 41.
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6 SSER No. 2, Sec. II.4.2.3 – The Staff provided their definition of “conservative, design” in-structure
response spectra and defined the mechanism for their review of the in-structure response spectra (ISRS)
for certain USI A-46 plants.

The GIP has been amended in Part I, Section 2.2.1.5 and in Part II, Section 4.2.4 to incorporate the Staff
definition of “conservative, design” in-structure response spectra and their plan for reviewing ISRS.

 7 SSER No. 2, Sec. II.4.2.4 – The Staff provided clarifications on use of developing realistic, median-
centered in-structure response spectra using IPEEE methods.

The GIP has been amended in Part II, Section 4.2.4 to incorporate these Staff clarifications.
8 Typographical error corrected.
9 SSER No. 2, Sec. II.4.3 – The Staff interprets Section 4.3 (as well as Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.2) of Part II

of GIP-2 regarding the use of caveats to mean that the review engineer will determine whether the
equipment meets both the caveats and their intent and will report accordingly (i.e., via the Seismic
Evaluation Report to be submitted to the NRC and in Appendix G of the GIP).

The GIP has been amended in Part II, Section 4.3 to reflect the SQUG position that if the intent of the
caveat is met but the specific wording is not met, the equipment meets the caveat but:

• the reason for concluding the intent has been met should be documented in plant records, and
• each such case should be reported to the NRC.

10 SSER No. 2, Sec. II.3.3 – The Staff position is that because some components, such as those made of
cast iron, are brittle and are more vulnerable to earthquake damage, any such equipment identified
during the walkdown shall be specifically evaluated for seismic adequacy.

The GIP has been amended in Part II, Section 4.3 to address this Staff position.
11 SSER No. 2, Sec. II.4.4.9 – The Staff position is that for the overall anchorage design and analysis, the

equipment anchorage attributes listed in Section 4.4.1 of Part II of GIP-2 and the concerns described on
page 49 of GIP-2 Reference 5 must also be taken into consideration.

The GIP has been amended in Part II, Section 4.4 to remind users of the screening tables or computer
codes that the GIP guidelines must still be followed and the anchorage checks performed.  The SSRAP
concern that the anchorage load path be checked is also emphasized.

12 SSER No. 2, Sec. II.4.4.10 – The Staff position is that to ensure relay functionality, the licensee should
try all practicable means to inspect all the anchorages of the cabinets having essential relays so as to
ensure that cabinets do not impact each other and excessive cabinet motion is avoided.

The GIP has been amended in Part II, Section 4.4.1, “Anchorage Installation Inspection,” to indicate
that all practicable means should be tried to inspect inaccessible anchorages of equipment containing
essential relays.

13 SSER No. 2, Sec. II.4.4.11 – The Staff noted that the statement in GIP-2, Part II, Section 4.4.1, Check
7, “The minimum spacings given in Appendix C are for distances between adjacent anchors in which
the cones of influence just touch each other at the surface of the concrete . . . “ is incorrect.  This is
because the values of minimum spacing correspond to a 13-percent shear cone overlap as stated on
page 2-81 of Volume 1 of GIP-2 Reference 7.
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The GIP has been corrected in Part II, Section 4.4.1, Check 7, “Spacing Between Anchorages,” to
indicate that the spacings are based on an overlap that results in a 13% reduction in the projected shear
cone area.

14 SSER No. 2, Sec. II.4.4.12 – The Staff position is that any cast-in-place embedments not covered by the
GIP should be treated as outliers.  Also, the proposed use of ACI-349 to resolve these types of outliers
is beyond the scope of the GIP.

The GIP has been edited in Part II, Section 4.4.1, Check 14, second paragraph to clearly indicate that
other types of cast-in-place embedments not covered by the GIP should be classified as outliers.  The
reference to ACI 349 has been deleted.  Testing and application of generally accepted engineering
principles may be used as acceptable methods of resolving such outliers.

15 SSER No. 2, Sec. II.4.4.7 – The Staff concurred with the GIP statement in Part I, Section 2.3.4 that the
factor of safety currently recommended for new nuclear plants should be used for new installations and
newly designed anchorages in modifications or replacements instead of those contained in the GIP for
resolution of USI A-46.   However, the Staff provided alternative language to describe this requirement.

The GIP has been edited in Part I, Section 2.3.4 to incorporate the alternative Staff language.  Part II,
Section 4.4.2 and Appendix C have also been amended to include a paragraph reminding the licensee of
this requirement.

16 SSER No. 2, Sec. II.4.4.9 – The Staff found there to be a lack of specificity regarding the location of
the overturning axis in the EBAC computer code and that this could lead to underestimation of anchor
loads.

This NRC Staff concern applies not only to the use of the EBAC code but also to hand calculated
anchorage evaluations performed without computer codes or tables since the overturning axis must be
estimated in these cases as well.  In Part II, Section 4.4.3, Step 3 of the GIP, the procedure for
anchorage seismic demand determination provides adequate guidance for conservatively estimating the
overturning axis of the equipment base.  The SQUG walkdown training course addresses this topic and
provides additional guidance.  However, this step in the GIP has been amended to note that the EBAC
code requires the user to input the estimated overturning axis.

17 SSER No. 2, Sec. II.4.4.9 – The Staff position is that users of the ANCHOR computer code should
verify the applicability of the rigid base assumption.

The GIP has been amended in Part II, Section 4.4.3, Step 3 to specifically require users of the ANCHOR
code that they should verify that the rigid base assumption is valid for their particular application.

18 SSER No. 2, Sec. II.4.4.9 – The Staff noted that the ANCHOR computer code assumes that the base is
rigid and therefore applies a compressive load at its edge to the concrete under the base.  The Staff
position is that users of this code should consider the limit for concrete crushing strain (strength) at this
location.

The GIP has been amended in Part II, Section 4.4.3, Step 3, to reflect SQUG’s understanding (from
conversations with the NRC Staff) that the Staff concern regarding use of ANCHOR specifically relates
to the breakaway strength of concrete near an edge of an equipment pedestal.

19 SSER No. 2, Sec. II.4.4.9 – The Staff position is that when using the EBAC and ANCHOR computer
codes, the tension/shear interaction formulation selected must be consistent with those given in
Appendix C of GIP-2.
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The GIP has been amended in Part II, Section 4.4.4 to address the Staff position.
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